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The Town of San Anselmo
525 San Anselmo Avenue
San Anselmo, CA 94960
March 15, 2019
Re: Reimagine Creekside Commons Design Competition - Request For Qualifications (RFQ)
Dear Selection Committee:
Thank you for the opportunity to be considered as one of the limited number of Landscape Architectural firms invited
to develop an initial design concept for the public open park area now referred to as “Creekside Commons”. We believe
that we are a good fit for this process and are confident our firm, along with the community, will arrive at a valuable
design solution for the utilization of a re-envisioned public park and open space in San Anselmo. In addition to our
experience in the design of parks and open spaces our office is located across Sir Francis Drake and adjacent to the
project site. This is an amenity to San Anselmo that is deeply important to me personally, as well as, used weekly by the
firm’s staff.
is a boutique landscape architectural office specializing in very custom, unique and individually tailored
design solutions. With each project we start by defining the goals and objectives of the design effort. We analyze the
topography, study cultural aspects of the area and site, consider use and climate factors and how each will influence and
shape the best possible design solutions. Our work stands out for the level of resolution, appropriateness of form and
clarity of purpose.
Being based in
since 2004 and located adjacent to the project site will give
an advantage of
understanding the place and changing ecology, knowing how the site is currently used, and awareness of specific existing
conditions and attributes. Being a current resident and raising my children in San Anselmo gives me a deep appreciation
for this Town and the community. I look forward to attributing to the future of San Anselmo.
Please feel free to request any additional information of the content in this RFQ.
We understand that this project will greatly enhance the community and present our proposal to the Town with extreme
interest and excitement!
Sincerely,

Understanding of the Design Needs
This downtown and central community park is unique both in scale and program. The parks serves a vibrant community
of active, adventurous and worldly people. The park and creek connect to a larger eco-system and we must protect it
and encourage its ecological diversity of manage its health. Recognizing these facts and finding solutions that enhance
and reinforce the community values is key to the parks success.
While the Creekside Commons is not large it is vital to the quality of life in downtown San Anselmo. Gathering, movies,
speeches, music events, street fairs, strolling, parking, green and peaceful refuge and awareness of nature will all benefit
from a re-imaging the park land and connection back to the town’s shopping district.

Carey School San Mateo

Walter Haas Park San Francisco

Bee Garden Private Residence

will carefully analyze the park and surrounding areas and distill the key influences. Sun, wind, noise and
traffic all contribute to the way in which people can enjoy the park. Our observations will help define the best use of
space, placement of elements and will inform the relationships program components for optimal utilization of the
limited park land.

Mckinley Square Park- Site Analysis, Opportunities & Constraints, Concept Plans San Francisco

is concerned about the quality of our environment and we are aware that we must be good stewards of
the land. While people need to use the spaces we always consider the impacts, protection of sensitive habitat and the
best use of resources.

Scottsdale Marsh Restoration Novato

Walter Haas Park San Francisco

Mission Statement:
is passionate about the creation of truly unique spaces. Each design is a direct
response to the site’s built forms, natural settings, client needs, and environmental implications. We focus on blending
sustainable and elemental aspects to reach fresh, simple, and elegant design solutions.

Walter Haas Park Rendering of Master Plan San Francisco
McKinley Square Park Community Design Presentation
San Francisco

Summer Street Alley San Francisco
Hillside Planting Private Residence

Firm Experience & Sustainable Design Practices
has designed numerous parks, community facilities, schools, as well as wetlands restoration, historic
preservation projects and large scale single family residential projects. We pride ourselves on this diversity of project
types of differing scales and working to satisfy the needs of various clients. Each project is tailored to the needs,
desires and budgets of the stakeholder. It is through our attention to detail and careful listening that we so
successfully match the desires with the outcome.

Making Waves School Richmond, California

Site Appropriate Planting Design Private Residence

Claremont Country Club, New Pool Facilities, Golf Pro Shop, and Tennis Pavilion Oakland

Sculpture Installation Private Residence

Sustainability is embedded into our mission statement for a reason. We have learned a lot over the years about how
to incorporate sustainability into our work at every level. We think deeply about the best use of the land, efficient use
of space and managing the scale of each solution. We incorporate permeable, reusable and recyclable materials in the
design. Our plant selections when possible rely heavily on the use of California Native and climate appropriate
selections. We design high efficiency irrigation systems using the latest in water budgeting and evapotranspiration
technology. Our site detailing incorporates cement replacement, LED lamps, and locally sources building materials. All
of these efforts make a difference and contribute to a lighter touch with fewer impact to our environment.

Gabion Walls & Community Planting
Alice Fong Yu Elementary
Locally Sourced Construction Materials & Low
Water-Use Planting
Alice Fong Yu Elementary

Permeable Paving Material Private Residence

We excel in communicating our ideas in both written and graphic representations. Whether the ideas are presented in
plan view graphics, rendering hand sketches or computer generated 3D modeling we endeavor to provide clear, logical
and informative information.
Some of our current work include three all new Public School Campuses in the Bay Area, a Hotel in San Rafael, a new
Retirement Living Center, multi family home developments, upgraded sports facilities at San Domenico, recreational
facilities at a private golf course in Napa, four public access lanes in the City of Belvedere, and the renovation of a
Market Hall in downtown Los Altos. These project are all unique requiring great consideration in their design and each
provide great public benefits that we are very proud of.

Bumble Restaurant Los Altos

555 California Street, Public Alley San Francisco

Creekside Commons Team & Description Of Roles
/ Principal in Charge, Registered Landscape Architect #
About:
s work is characterized by his ability to balance thoughtful, clear design ideas with real world
budgets and physical limitations. With over 30 years experience in a wide range of project types, he has
a vast knowledge of building practices, plant cultural requirements, and an understanding of people. His
experience includes recreational facilities, community centers, educational institutions, estate residential,
commercial, public, and private park lands.
was originally trained in Landscape Architecture at Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, as well as design firms in his early career, including Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.
Role:
will lead the site design conceptually and in tracking detailed progress.
will refine and
direct design development, attend client and design team meetings, and keeping the project within the
established parameters.

, LEED AP
Senior Project Manager
About:
has 16 years of experience in the Landscape Architecture and Master Planning field. After
graduating from the School of Environmental Design, University of Georgia, he began his career at Hart/
Howerton’s San Francisco office with a focus on master planned communities and landscape design on
a broad range of projects types from resort and hospitality to urban environments.
expanded his
professional experience to include design level positions at EDAW (currently AECOM), M.I.G. and VITA as
Senior Project Manager.
In his Senior Project Management role,
managed all phases of design ranging in complexity, character,
scale and budget, as well as, a role in construction oversight on several multi-million dollar planned
communities in California, Idaho, Texas, Mexico, Fiji, Colorado, and the Hawaiian Islands. During this
time
honed his skills in high level design, land stewardship, construction knowledge and materials
selection, effective project management, and most importantly client relations and customer service.
Role:
will develop each aspect of the design. He will provide the bulk of the coordination with the
design team and interactions with the local municipalities.
will also assist and direct the refinement of
detailed plans and documentations.

Green Project Coordinator
About:
supports the
with over 10 years of diverse experience in Landscape Architecture and
Land Planning, combined with a background in Architecture. As a graduate of the School of Environmental
Design Master’s Program at University of Georgia,
’s educational and professional experience has
allowed her to gain a wide range of experience on large-scaled master planned communities, resorts, golf
course and recreational communities, as well as private estates and private residences, internationally and
throughout U.S., including Hawaii, California and Belize.
Role:
will assist in all aspects of the refinement, development, and production of plans, details, and
documentation.

